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Gamewright outfoxed rules

Show 1-10 of the 29 Questions Sorted by The Latest First Published By Most Useful: Number of Gamers: 2 to 4 Players Suggested: Age 5 and Older Up User Hint: 5 years and older Play time: 15 minutes Prize: Ms. Plumpert's prized pot cake is missing and now a chicken chase to break the case! Move
around the board to collect clues and then use special evidence scanners to exclude suspects. You will have to work together quickly because the guilty fox is high tail it towards the exit! You will stop the hungry hooligan before it flies the coop... or will you be outfoxed? Consolidation: Deductions, Visual
Discrimination, Collaborations BoardGamingAtHome.com Family Play through Outfoxed! It is recorded in one go with no cuts/takes so you can see how this game is set &amp; played in the real world with young children. Timeline: 00:00 Introduction 4:35 Gameplay Start 16:20 Review /Final Thoughts My
first game: The best toy store and board game store in Singapore! We sell boardgames and toys that even adults have fun with. This encourages parents to spend more time with their children, have fun! Even better, when parents play table games with their children, children are involved, they learn to
listen and follow the rules, and their focus interval is stretched. Just play with your kids, already! 16 cards suspect 16 thieves cards 12 clues mark 4 good hats detective 3 custom dice 1 fox figurine 1 clue decoding 1 game board A wily fox has stolen Ms. Plumpert's pot cake and is high tail it on foxhole!
Work together as a team of detectives, collect clues and eliminate possible suspects. Find out who the fox is guilty of before it escapes. Set 1 Place a table in the middle of the play area. 2 Each player takes a detective hat and puts it on a space in the center of the board. 3 Place the fox goodnies on the
starting space (lox symbol) on the edges of the board. 4 Scatter 16 suspect cards face down around the perimeter of the board (4 each side) and then select any 2 to turn up. 5 Shuffle 16 Thief cards and without searching, insert at the beginning of the Clue decoder, The easiest way to do this is to keep
the decoder with the window face down and the slider closed. Then slide a Thief card into the decor with the red Gamewright logo sticking up from behind. Put the Clue decodinger at your fingertips. 6 Put the rest of the Thief card back in the box. 7 Stack the 12 clue signs in a pile face down near the
board. 8 Put 3 dice within reach of play. Play the game The most recent player who ate the cake started the game and the play continues on the left. In turn, grab three dice and, before rolling, speak aloud whether you Search (or Clues or Reveal Suspects. II you choose to find Clues, you wan to roll all
three dice to show the footprint icons. If you choose Reveal Suspects, you want all three dice to display eye icons. You can roll the dice up to three times, set aside any match after each If all three dice display symbols that match your choice with your third reel, there is one of the following actions: A.
Search for clues counting up the footprint symbols on the dice and then move your detective pawn up to the amount of space on the board. You can finish the game in one of three ways: moving horizontally or vertically, but not diagonally. If you land in a space containing a footprint, draw the top clue
marker and place it in the Clue decoder. Then slide open the decoder and see the color ' displayed through the hole on the marker as green or red. If it's red, that means you've found a clue, as thieves are wearing that particular item. If it is green, it means that thieves do not wear it. Then look carefully at
all the faces up suspects around the board. If any are wearing this specific item and it has been marked green, you can remove them from the game. (Put the Suspect tag back in the box.) If it is marked red - note that you may have a guilty suspect on your hands! (Remove any suspicion that is not
wearing the item). Close the slider and then end your turn by placing the face-down Clue marker on top of the space where you landed. Note: You can move on any square on the board, including the path of the fox. You can exit a foot print square from a different location than where you entered it. B.
Reveal suspects Reveal two sides down suspect cards around the board. Then look at all the facial clue signs up to be on the board and check whether or not the suspects are wearing any of the items. Use your memory to remember whether or not these items are marked red or green in clue decoders.
Remove any suspicions of not wearing any items marked in red. This ends your turn. If all three dice don't match the action you've chosen by your third reel - uh ohl - the thief moves closer to the foxhole! Move the lox 3 well forward space on the fox path. This ends your turn. At the end of the game You
have a strong suspicion about who the guilty fox is. In this case, name the suspect out loud and then reveal the Thief card from the decor. If the name fits, otherwise, the fox guilty dashes to the foxhole and exits your clutch. You remove all but one suspect card from around the board. When this happens,
remove the Thief cards from the decor and make sure they match, If they do, congratulations sleuths, you cracked the case and won the game! The fox reaches the foxhole space on the board. If this happens, that fox will escape. Next time you're luckier, detective! Once you get good at the basic game,
step up the challenge by moving Fox pawn 4 spaces instead of 3. And for professionals, move it 5 spaces! Continue rereading Ms Plumpert's highly rated pot cake catalogue that went missing and now it's a chicken chase to crack the case! Move around the board to collect clues and then use special
evidence scanners to exclude suspects. You will have to work together quickly because the fox is guilty High tail it towards the exit! You will stop the hungry hooligan before it flies the coop... or will you be outfoxed? We've always been a fan of both cooperative games and deductible games, so it was little
surprise that we fell for Outfoxed! The team at the Department of Entertainment created an ingenious game that combines both elements into a great location to sharpen reasoning inferencies in a non-competitive environment. As you work together to try and nab guilty foxes, you will learn some valuable
skills such as estimating probability and paying attention to detail, as well as the important role that collaboration plays towards problem solving. Happy sleuthing! Contents16 card suspect16 card thief 12 clues mark4 detectives pawn hat3 custom dice1 fox figurine1 clue decoding a game boardRules of
PlayReinforcescooperationdeductive reasoning discriminationSpecificationsStock Number: #418show more Maybe you lose your rules or inherit a game with missing rules. Maybe you're just curious about how to play a game before you buy it. Whatever the reason, we have rules for you! You!
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